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NEVADA MINING NEWS I
Has Been Right On Every Market Turn The Last 1 8 Months H

Its 40,000 Readers have piled up tremendous profits recently in Nevada issues. H
It was the first newspaper to call the attention of investors to the splendid H

opportunities for profit offered by Rawhide, H
It has steadfastly emphasized the merits of RAWHIDE COALITION since M

that stock was selling at 25 cents a share. Those who have fol-- U
lowed its advice have had chances to take profits running into the hun- - ' K
dreds of per cent U

It has in the last six months recommended only four other stocks for invest- - ' H
ment Goldfield Consolidated, Combination Fraction, Florence Goldfield M
and Daisy. Everyone has been a profit-make- r; not one an investment , H
loser. M

It is the recognized authority in Nevada, San Francisco and New York on M
Nevada Mining Securities. This is conceded by everybody. M

The Nevada Mining News I
Dares to Tell the Truth fl

It employs a trained force of high salaried correspondents in every Nevada B
mining camp and in every market where Nevada shares are traded in. M

It pays more money for quick news of the mines and the markets than any' M
other newspaper in the United States, and it pays bigger telegraph tolls in j

gathering news than all other mining publications. H
Its news and market prophecies are so accurate, it is now conceded jH

to have as great an individual following as any other financial newspaper jH
in the United States or Europe. jH

It is published every Thursday. Subscription rates, $5.00 per year. !H
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The Nevada Mining News I
GEORGE GRAHAM RICE, Editor I
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